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Our supplied Garnet has win the hearts of our
Our supplied Garnet is non-metallic naturally
obtainable mineral abrasive. As india has vast
deposit of this natural mineral which is:




mined from the beaches of the South india,
Crushed from Rock Garnet available in
some part of Rajasthan.
River Bed Garnet available in the bed of the
basin with less salinity

customer and it is the token their acceptance
with the continuous orders.
It is indeed having some advantages which
make us the preferential supplier of our
accepted quality of Garnet.

Advantages

Our garnet have a unique curved cubical form which
is a result of hundreds of years of wave action,
whereas the Rock garnet is been extracted from
Quarry and then crushed and grinded into smaller
dimension and then graded as per the grain sizes
required. Beach Garnet is a genuine virgin
almandine garnet belonging to the gem family and
like river bed garnet it is free from Contaminants.
Almandine garnet can withstand more cutting
speed and maintain low dust levels because it is
heaviest and hardest of garnet. With its crystalline
shape giving a fast cutting action and longer life
span, Our Garnet is highly efficient and effective as
an abrasive. Our Product is of the highest quality
and is conforms to ISO Standard.



Lower Contaminants level
Minerologically it is 99% pure and as
contaminant it is having Silica and iliminite.
More free silica presence can cause silicosis
so we keep care to minimize the level of
contaminants.



Lower salinity
Fresh water fresh finishes the salinity .



Moisture Free
We keep care of the moisture level as per
the humidity in the surrounding
environment. Although Garnet is naturally
inert to it but it affects the free flowness.
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Properties

 Higher hardness
Owing to the rounded curved points, Super
Garnet does not break and retains faster
cutting efficiency. This almandine variety of
garnet is hardest in nature and creates a
much better profile when used



Scientific Grade Sizing







This Garnet is graded with advance
machines which is specialized screening



machines that produce the narrow size
range. Our R &D Closely work with our
distributor and end users for constantly




Natural grain sizes from 106 m to 2000
Specific weight of 4.1 g/cm³
Average bulk density of 2.4 g/cm³
Highly stable, non-hygroscopic, inert and not
susceptible to acid
Does not contaminate surfaces of non-ferrous
materials
Exhibits high toughness with a very low particle
breakdown on impact Does not contain Free
Silica
Natural products
Doesn’t harm during the application.

updation of the size specification.



Recyclability

Major Applications

It is reused several times due to its natural
hardness which is 6.5 to 7 moh



Low Dust levels
Our garnet has very low levels of dust.
Higher dust levels during the operation
can make dirty and diffused environment
which in not healthy for the operator and
also inhibits the vision capacity.








Sand Blasting
Waterjet Cutting
Sand washing of Denim Fabrics
Surface profiling/preparation
Water filteration
Coated Abrasives

It is majorly used in Sand blasting purpose where the
surface is need to be prepared prior to its treatment
or Coating. Also have application in Blast Cleaning,
offshore platforms, petrochemical tank works,
industrial parts cleaning, Aerospace, highpressure
water jet cutting of Stones, marbles, granites.
Micro garnet is also used in some polishing
application in industry.
For stone washing of denim fabrics, providing only
fading of dye but not damaging the cloth or
stitching
Used in Industrial Flooring as our Garnet withstands
more wear & tear and provides better grip.
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As bedding in water filtration and water softening as
our Garnet in Heavy Metal removal the best. In antiskid paints and surfaces, as our Garnet lasts longer
and provides excellent bonding

Garnet Abrasive
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